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TIMBER STAKES GUIDE
SPECIFICATION SHEET
TIMBER TYPES SUPPLIED BY MCVEIGH PARKER

We supply cundy/rustic timber profile, traditional used for agricultural fencing in half round and full round profiles.
We also stock and supply sawn profile timber traditionally used for posts and rail, riding arenas, garden projects.

STAKES/STRUTS/STRAINERS – FULL ROUND PROFILE OFFERS GREATER STRENGTH AND EASIER TO INSTALL

> 50/75mm diameter tend to be used for plant/tree support, rabbit netting and gap filling.

> 75/100mm diameter is the most popular size for livestock/deer fencing intermediate
stakes and struts for strainers, available in various lengths to suit numerous applications.

> 100/125mm diameter tends to be used for added strength as an intermediate or small
strainer for slight changes in direction

> 125/150mm diameter the most popular size used for strainers for ends and corners,
available in various lengths.

> 150mm/175mm diameter, larger diameter strainers used for ends and corners where
strength is required.

> 175mm/200mm diameter extra large diameter for use as extra strong end/corners or
gate posts
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FENCING STAKES
SPECIFICATION

McVeigh Parker

HALF ROUND PROFILE

100/125mm face most popular size used for in ground livestock
fencing stakes, four way pointed for easier driving. This profile is also
available in 3.66m rail lengths for post and rail fencing.
125/150mm face most poplar size used for post and rail fencing.

MACHINED (PLANED ) PROFILE TIMBER

These tend to be purchased as more aesthetically appealing.
However, due to the nature of making the machined finish, it tends
to take the strength out of this natural product, cutting through
knots, these knots can become a weak point, also they can be
susceptible to splitting in hotter weather, closing again in colder/
damper climate.
Available in 50mm, 60mm, diameter full round ideal for tree/plant
support

MACHINED HALF ROUNDED RAILS

75mm, 100mm diameter full round ideal for fencing, jump poles,
pergola construction.
125mm, 150mm diameter full round strainers
Half round 100mm face – machined half rounded 3.66m rails, the
most popular for post and rail fencing.

HALF ROUND 110MM FACE

Machine half rounded stakes designed to suit above rails.
Sawn timber – We supply various profiles in sawn treated timber
to suit various applications from post and rail, Closeboard, panel
fencing, palisade to riding arenas, gate posts, lawn edging.
All in ground contact sawn timber is supplied in UC4 treated class.
Chestnut and pressure creosoted also stocked.

TIMBER STOCK SHORTAGE
The UK is experiencing a
shortage in the supply of timber.
this being due to a combination of
high global demand, poor winter
weather and reduced volume of

the raw material available.
We are seeing a shortage that
hasn’t been seen for almost a
decade, driving prices up.
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